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Compare Apples to Apples: Recommended 
Adjustments to Transactional Data

By C. Fred Hall III, MBA, CBA, AVA

As discussed in the article “Compare Apples 
to Apples: Investigating the Differences in 
Transactional Databases,” published in the March 
2013 Business Valuation Update, it is possible to 
reconcile the differences between the Pratt’s 
Stats, BIZCOMPS, and IBA databases into one 
table, as Shannon Pratt concluded in The Market 
Approach to Valuing Businesses.1 What follows is 
a listing of the adjustments needed to make the 
three databases directly comparable.

Selling Price (Asset Sale). Sales of most small 
businesses are structured in a manner where 
the buyer acquires the inventory, fixtures and 
equipment (FF&E), and intangibles and the seller 
keeps the cash and receivables and pays off 
the company debt. This structure is commonly 
referred to as an asset sale. Since an asset sale 
is the most common form of transaction in the 
sale of a small business, it is desirable to recon-
struct all the transactions used in an analysis to 
reflect the selling price for just those three assets. 
This results in a direct comparison of the selling 
prices of all the selected transactions. 

As described below, all three databases gener-
ally report sufficient transactional data in which a 
selling price can be reconciled for the total value 
of the inventory, FF&E, and intangibles that were 
transferred. To calculate a selling price for each 
database that will align with the others, we make 
appropriate adjustments in the reported selling 
prices to equal the total value of those three 

1 Shannon Pratt, The Market Approach to Valuing 
Businesses, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 2001, p. 68.

assets. It is fairly common to find insufficient 
data to make an accurate reconciliation, in which 
case some guesswork is necessary. Appraisers 
should use their best judgment to determine 
whether the lack of data precludes obtaining a 
good estimate of an asset sale selling price. If so, 
they should reject that comparable.

Pratt’s Stats: As noted in Nancy Fannon’s book 
on transaction databases,2 Pratt’s Stats states 
that: “Price is generally considered to be the 
dollar value consideration [in the form of cash, 
notes, and/or securities3] paid for the business 
sold including interest-bearing debt. Therefore, 
the only price reported by Pratt’s Stats is an 
invested capital price (which the database refers 
to as Market Value of Invested Capital, or MVIC).” 
Fannon also notes that Pratt’s Stats FAQs state 
that an asset sale typically does not include 
assumed interest-bearing liabilities and generally, 
but not always, does not include cash, receiv-
ables, prepaid expenses, or real estate.4 In most 
cases when an asset sale also includes cash or 
receivables, it is noted in the transaction report’s 

“Additional Transaction Information.” However, 
if the submitting broker didn’t mention it, the 

2 Nancy Fannon and Heidi Walker, The Comprehensive 
Guide to the Use and Application of the Transaction 
Databases, 2009 edition, Business Valuation 
Resources, LLC, p. 2-3.

3 Pratt’s Stats FAQs, “Definitions: What Is the  
Legend for Pratt’s Stats Income Data,” from  
the Business Valuation Resources website  
www.bvmarketdata.com, p. 3. 

4 Pratt’s Stats FAQs, “Definitions: What is Is the 
Legend for Pratt’s Stats Income Data,” from  
the Business Valuation Resources website,  
www.bvmarketdata.com.
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reported selling price may not be correct. I have 
found a few instances of this uncommon error. 

With the appropriate data available, an asset sale 
reported in Pratt’s Stats can usually be recon-
structed to produce the total value allocated 
to inventory, FF&E, and intangibles. However, 
read the notes appended to each transaction 
to confirm which other assets may have been 
transferred. It is not uncommon that submitting 
brokers did not provide accurate information; 
thus, appraisers should use their judgment to 
determine whether to use the comparable.

The selling price allocation reported in each 
transaction may indicate that a portion of the 
price included the covenant-not-to-compete 
value, consulting agreement value, or earnout 
value.5 Pratt’s Stats deducts the portion of 
the selling price allocated to consulting agree-
ments and earnouts in its MVIC calculation.6 
BIZCOMPS and IBA only exclude earnout value 
from their reported selling prices.

Suggested Adjustment to Pratt’s Stats Selling 
Price: To reconcile Pratt’s Stats’ MVIC with 
the inventory value, FF&E, and intangibles that 
generally align with BIZCOMPS and IBA values, 
deduct any cash, receivables, or nonoperating 
assets from MVIC that may have been included 
in the selling price and add back any value allo-
cated to consulting agreements. I find this rec-
onciliation is usually comparable to the other 
databases’ adjusted values. However, review 
that data carefully. If the available information is 
insufficient to produce a reasonable estimate of 
the selling price for the three target assets, the 
comparable should be rejected. 

BIZCOMPS: “BIZCOMPS transactions are all 
asset sales or have been converted to asset 

5 Earnouts are that portion of the selling price of a 
business that are conditional payments. These 
are payments that a seller will only receive if the 
buyer achieves certain sales or profitabilty goals 
in the future. Since they are amounts that cannot 
be determined as of the sale date, they are gener-
ally excluded from the reported selling price of the 
business.

6 Ibid.
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sales. As such, the price includes FF&E and 
goodwill or the intangible value. … BIZCOMPS 
maintains that their sales prices exclude inven-
tory … [but] non-compete and consulting agree-
ments are included.”7 

Suggested Adjustment to BIZCOMPS Selling 
Price: To reconcile a BIZCOMPS selling price 
with Pratt’s Stats and IBA’s adjusted selling price 
for inventory, FF&E, and intangibles, add inven-
tory to BIZCOMPS reported selling price.

IBA: Raymond Miles reports that the IBA data-
base generally excludes cash, accounts receiv-
able, real estate, and “other assets” (such as 
deposits and prepaids) from the selling price and 
generally includes inventory, FF&E, intangibles, 
and covenants-not-to-compete.8 The Market 
Analysis Tutorial on the IBA website also indi-
cates that the selling price includes consulting 
agreement value.9

Although IBA claims that it excludes real estate 
value from the selling price, our analysis found 
that of the 42 transactions in which real estate 
was also transferred, 27 transactions inadver-
tently included the real estate value in the selling 
price. In most cases, the inclusion of real estate 
caused the selling price to appear extraordinarily 
high with respect to the company’s revenue. 
Subtracting the real estate value produced a 
much more reasonable result. Therefore, in 
transactions involving real estate, look at the 
data and adjust the selling price if necessary. If 
unsure, the transaction should be excluded from 
the analysis. However, over 95% of the time, the 
IBA and BIZCOMPS adjusted selling price are 
the same.

Suggested Adjustment to IBA Selling Price: 
Besides a possible adjustment for real estate, 

7 Ibid.

8 Raymond C. Miles, “How to Use the IBA Market Data 
Base,” Part XXVIII, 1999, p.2. (Excerpt obtained by 
request from Dave Miles of ValuSource).

9 Market Analysis Tutorial #3 on IBA website, “IBA 
Transactional Database Fundamentals,”  
www.adamdata.com/ibamarketdatabase/tutorials/
tutorial3.aspx, 2009, p. 1.

no additional adjustments are necessary to the 
IBA selling price to align it with Pratt’s Stats and 
BIZCOMPS adjusted values for inventory, FF&E, 
and intangibles.

Suggested Adjustment to Revenues. With very 
few exceptions, all three databases appear to 
report revenues in the same manner, so no addi-
tional adjustments are needed.

Seller’s Discretionary earnings (SDe)

Pratt’s Stats: “Pratt’s Stats calculations of 
Earnings before Interest and Taxes (EBIT) and 
Earnings before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, 
and Amortization (EBITDA) also exclude other 
income and expenses and interest income 
or tax benefits. Discretionary earnings (SDE), 
then, is equal to adjusted EBITDA plus owner’s 
compensation.”10 Owner’s compensation is the 
wage paid to one owner.11 Three data fields from 
the Pratt’s Stats transaction report typically add 
up to SDE. Those fields are owner’s compen-
sation, operating profit (EBIT), and noncash 
charges (operating profit plus noncash charges 
equals EBITDA). In nearly 75% of the transac-
tions from my research, this calculation matched 
the SDE calculations of IBA and BIZCOMPS. Of 
the remaining 25% where SDE differed, over half 
were due to data processing errors. Less than 
10% of all transactions had discrepancies due 
to either minor calculation errors or procedural 
differences, but it could not be determined from 
the data which type of discrepancy it was. In 
other words, the number of procedural differ-
ences in SDE found among the databases was 
fairly small. Regardless, the discrepancies found 
in my research resulted in Pratt’s Stats’ SDE 
value averaging 98.2% of IBA and BIZCOMPS 
values. In other words, the discrepancies do not 

10 Nancy Fannon and Heidi Walker, The Comprehensive 
Guide to the Use and Application of the Transaction 
Databases, 2009 edition, Business Valuation 
Resources, LLC, p. 2-8.

11 Pratt’s Stats FAQs, “Definitions: What is Is the 
Legend for Pratt’s Stats Income Data,” from the 
Business Valuation Resources website, www 

.bvmarketdata.com. 
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appear significant enough or frequent enough 
to adversely skew the results of one’s analysis.

A portion of the discrepancies among the data-
bases in SDE calculations probably can be 
attributed to the fact that Pratt’s Stats requires 
significantly more data input from the report-
ing brokers than IBA or BIZCOMPS. As a result, 
Pratt’s Stats analysts can sometimes spot cal-
culation errors made in the submitted data. Thus, 
many of the discrepancies are not from proce-
dural differences, but rather are computational 
differences by the other databases due to lack 
of data. Since all three databases are exposed 
to poor data reporting by submitting brokers, it 
is important to carefully review each transaction 
to determine whether it is reasonable. However, if 
a selected sample of comparables has duplicate 
transactions with different values for selling price, 
revenues, or SDE, the data from Pratt’s Stats 
should probably be used in the analysis. If the 
transactional data do not appear reliable, they 
should be excluded from the sample of compa-
rables selected. 

Suggested Adjustment to Pratt’s Stats SDE: 
To reconcile SDE from Pratt’s Stats’ data with 
IBA and BIZCOMPS values, combine owner’s 
compensation, operating profits, and noncash 
charges.

BIZCOMPS: BIZCOMPS defines SDE as net 
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, 
and amortization (EBITDA) plus owner’s com-
pensation and any nonbusiness or nonrecurring 
expenses. If there is more than one owner, a 
hypothetical salary for the lowest paid partner 
will be deducted from cash flow.12 BIZCOMPS 
points out that this is the convention used by 
Certified Business Intermediaries (CBI) with 
the International Business Brokers Association 
(IBBA). BIZCOMPS data are submitted almost 
exclusively by this group.13 The description is 
fairly similar to the Pratt’s Stats’ construction, 
with the exception that Pratt’s Stats cites that 
other income is also deducted from earnings 

12 Jack Sanders, BIzCoMPs 2011 User Guide, 
Business Valuation Resources, 2011, p.16.

13 Ibid., p. 7.

when calculating SDE. BIZCOMPS does not 
have a data field for other income, so no adjust-
ment is possible. As pointed out in the research 
below, the procedural differences occur infre-
quently and are generally small.

Suggested Adjustment to BIZCOMPS SDE: 
No adjustments to the BIZCOMPS SDE are 
needed to align it with the Pratt’s Stats adjusted 
SDE.

IBA: If discrepancies caused by obvious com-
putation errors or real estate transactions are 
excluded, BIZCOMPS and IBA present the same 
value for SDE 98% of the time. 

Suggested Adjustment to IBA SDE: No further 
adjustments to SDE are needed to make IBA and 
BIZCOMPS values align with Pratt’s Stats’ value.

Stock Sales

IBA: Although all transactions reported in the IBA 
database are supposed to be assets sales,14 a 
few transactions are listed as stock sales. Of the 
880 IBA transactions in my research, only three 
were listed as stock sales. None of those were 
duplicates of transactions in the other databases, 
so how IBA presents transactional data on stock 
sales is not known. No help screen information 
on the ValuSource or IBA websites or conver-
sations on the subject with ValuSource’s Dave 
Miles offer clarification. 

Suggested Adjustment to IBA Stock Sale 
Selling Price: Any transaction listed as a stock 
sale in the IBA database should usually be 
excluded from the transactional analysis.

BIZCOMPS: As noted above, all BIZCOMPS 
transactions that were stock sales have been 
converted to an equivalent asset sale value. We 
are not told which transactions were stock sales. 
However, as noted above, the selling price listed 
by BIZCOMPS is always the total value for FF&E 
and intangibles only. Thus, it is presumed that 

14 Raymond C. Miles, How to Use the IBA Market 
Database, Part XXVIII, 1999, p. 2. (Excerpt obtained 
by request from Dave Miles of ValuSource.)
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all stock sale prices have been converted to this 
value. 

Suggested Adjustment to BIZCOMPS Stock 
Sale Selling Price: By adding inventory to the 
listed selling price, we convert any stock sale 
price to the value of the inventory, FF&E, and 
intangibles, which generally align with adjusted 
selling prices from the Pratt’s Stats and IBA 
databases discussed above.

Pratt’s Stats: Pratt’s Stats reports both asset 
sales and stock sales and generally provides sig-
nificant data describing each transaction. Pratt’s 
Stats assumes that what is typically transferred 
in a stock sale is the “entire legal entity of the 
company, [including] all assets and liabilities 
unless otherwise specified in the purchase 
agreement, [with the exception of] excess or 
non-operating assets that have been liquidated 
and/or transferred prior to the sale or at the point 
of sale.”15 However, unless a specific allocation 
of the selling price is noted in the “Additional 
Information” section of the transaction report 
or the “Asset Data” field is marked “Data is a 
Purchase Price Allocation,” it is generally dif-
ficult to determine what assets and liabilities 
were actually transferred. Consequently, accu-
rate asset sale reconciliation may not be pos-
sible. Thus, if specific allocation information is 
not available or the critical data fields for assets 
and liabilities contain N/A entries, that compa-
rable should probably be rejected. 

As noted above, the selling price listed by Pratt’s 
Stats (MVIC) is equal to total consideration paid 
(cash, notes, and/or securities) plus any interest-
bearing debt assumed, less amounts for earn-
outs and employment/consulting agreements. 
To align the Pratt’s Stats selling price with those 
of IBA and BIZCOMPS, we add back the con-
sulting agreement value. However, since the 
entire corporate balance sheet may have been 
transferred in a sale, a number of adjustments 

15 Pratt’s Stats FAQs, “Definitions: What Is Typically 
Assumed to Be Transferred in a Stock Sale,” from the 
Business Valuation Resources website www 

.bvmarketdata.com.

must be made to reconcile MVIC to an equivalent 
asset sale price that we defined earlier.

The first step in the reconciliation process is to 
determine what, if any, liabilities were assumed 
in the transaction. If the “Debt Assumed” field in 
the transaction report is labeled “N/A,” Pratt’s 
Stats could not definitively determine whether 
any interest-bearing debt was assumed. If no 
other information is available, this comparable 
may need to be rejected. However, if the “Debt 
Assumed” field has either a zero or a dollar 
amount, the information describing the busi-
ness sale clearly identified the level of interest-
bearing debt assumed.16 It is also necessary to 
identify all the non-interest-bearing debt that was 
also assumed. This information is generally only 
available when a specific allocation of the pur-
chase agreement is itemized in the “Additional 
Information” section. However, if zeros are 
found in the data fields for “Liabilities Assumed,” 

“Long-Term Liabilities,” and “Total Liabilities,” 
then Pratt’s Stats determined that no liabilities 
were assumed in the transaction. 

In other words, if: 1) specific allocation informa-
tion is not available in the “Additional Information” 
section; or 2) the “Asset Data” field is not marked 

“Data Is a Purchase Price Allocation”; or 3) any of 
the liabilities fields are marked with N/As, it will 
be difficult to make an accurate asset sale recon-
ciliation and the comparable should be rejected.

It is necessary to identify all liabilities assumed 
(both interest-bearing and non-interest-bearing 
debt) because total consideration plus total debt 
assumed equals the total debt and equity used 
to make the purchase. From basic accounting, 
we know that total debt and equity also equals 
total assets. Once we establish the total asset 
value of the transferred business, it is simple 
to subtract the value of all the assets acquired 
except for inventory, FF&E, and intangibles. The 
resulting value is an equivalent asset sale value 

16 Nancy Fannon and Heidi Walker, The Comprehensive 
Guide to the Use and Application of the Transaction 
Databases, 2009 Edition, Business Valuation 
Resources, LLC, p. 2-3.
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(inventory, FF&E, and intangibles) that generally 
aligns with the IBA and BIZCOMPS selling prices. 

Suggested Adjustments to Pratt’s Stats’ 
Stock Sale Selling Price: The following is the 
formula used to reconcile the selling price of a 
stock sale to an equivalent asset sale price. A 

sample transaction from Pratt’s Stats follows 
this formula. Again, this reconciliation generally 
can only be done accurately when the transac-
tion report includes a selling price allocation in 
the “Additional Information” section or the “Asset 
Data” field is marked “Data Is a Purchase Price 
Allocation.”

 MVIC (cash, stock, notes, IB debt assumed) $13,994,000
 Plus: assumed non-interest-bearing debt 625,000
 Plus: employment/consulting agreement -0-
 Less: cash (0)
 Less: accounts receivable (856,000)
 Less: other assets (prepaids and for-sale assets)     (1,572,000)
 Asset sale value equivalent $12,191,000
 (The value of inventory, fixtures, and goodwill)

Customer Relationships—Attrition
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C. Fred Hall III, MBA, CBA, AVA, is the Ceo of Affordable Business Valuations  
(www.affordablebusinessvaluations.com). He can be reached at cfredhall@att.net.

Summary. The following is a summary of typical adjustments to the three databases to make their data 
points comparable.

Summary of Adjustments to the Databases to Make Data Points Comparable
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